
 

Trig Derivatives From First Principles

Lets figure out the derivative of the function
Sinixt using the definition of the derivative

floc him flxth f x
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To start off we'll see what our intuition
can tell us Draw a graph of sink on

the domain o 21T
f x

31
zit

On o E we have f increasing so f 0

At Iz we have a turning point so f 0

On Iz it we have f decreasing so f c 0
At k If we have a turning point so f 1 0

On I 21T we have f increasing so f 0

Draw a rough sketch what do you notice



Furthermore sin is periodic so we expect that
its derivative will also be periodic
Now let's return to the proof
we have
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These last steps utilised the Algebra of limits
and is only possible because the two limits
above actually exist We'll prove that now as

well as evaluating them which will be

necessary to find the derivative of sticks
instead of just proving that one exists
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First we start out by looking at

the problem intuitively Try a few
small values of h remember to put
your calculator in radians mode
and see what happens Can you
take a guess at the limit

Another method you can use to

improve your understanding of
limiting behaviour is to graph
y since and y x on the

same set of axes Use a

computer if possible that way

you can Zoom in really close



to the origin to see what is

happening there

Now for the proof Consider
the following diagram
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we have P cos 0 sin 01



we have

him sink Sch D since him cosch l
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again by the Algebra of Limits because the

limit on the RHS exists

a sinckl him Cosch I
multiply by 1 in a

o h convenient way
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